Good morning to all the architects artists, here are important news from our Association.
Also for this year Venice will be the seat of our artistic event.
XXVII International Exhibition Ligne et Couleur AAA - Associazione Architetti Artisti
from 19 to 23 September 2018
Castle Gallery 925 +plus
Castle 780, Venice
title: LIBERA TUTTI - FREE EVERYONE
finissage September 22nd, 6pm


The freedom expressed by the title of this event, certainly ironic and light, was chosen to ensure everyone the opportunity to express their ideas in a common artistic project. In fact, to be able to finally and effectively share an exhibition with the other associations, in a homogeneous collective aim, we intend to create a leporello * of 50 cm in height that develops in a length, which will depend on the number of participants. Each will have at its disposal more facades where will be applied the works that will be on paper (photos, watercolors, oils on paper, collage ...), the maximum size 50 x 40 cm (within this dimension the works may have various sizes). At the end of the exhibition the works will be detached with great care.
The exhibition space actually offers the possibility that this folding book will unravel inside, creating a striking visual effect. The leporello will be duly hung on the wooden beams of the ceiling and will descend to view height. This global work will become a less formal but equally creative artistic opportunity to deal with, certainly not trivial, conceived taking into account the reduced Venetian exhibition spaces and the history and editorial culture of Venice.
For those who prefer to exhibit his works in a more traditional way (max size 50x40 in this case provided with a frame), there are the walls of the gallery; installations, always small, will be well accepted.
Follow us in this project, because it is in our intent to make possible and pleasant the vision of the various ways operandi of all the architects artists of the associations and in conclusion it will not be the title to unite the artistic intent, but a book that will physically collect them all.
We are very proud to have found a gallery that hosts our event during the 2018 Architecture Biennale (from May 16th to November 25th) which will be entitled Freespace.
With your arrival in Venice you will have the opportunity to visit the Biennale which is just a few meters from the Castello 925+ Plus gallery.
The weather will be fantastic and Venice in September is magical more than ever!

Lucia Lazzarotto
Ligne et Couleur AAA. President


* Leporello is the impudent servant of Don Giovanni who tells Donna Elvira the catalog of her husband's conquests. The name refers to the glory, to the wit. Not so known is the use of 'leporello', with the minuscule. I imagine that to suggest the word was the catalog of the Mozart character and that the term has therefore a history of only a couple of centuries. It does not appear in any dictionary. The leporello object instead has a long tradition and even an artistic dignity: it is a booklet formed by a single strip of paper folded accordion. With the name of muraqqa 'from the 16th century, albums with accordion-folded pages spread in the Islamic world, with preciously historiated margins that contain examples of calligraphic styles executed by great masters. When, in the wake of my Islamic studies, I wrote the story of Desiderata / Ermengarda it did not seem true that they would allow me to print it in the form of a leporello.
(Isabella Vaj).
